
The brave heralds of spring
Knowle Hill Farm, Maidstone, Kent

A windy hilltop was no deterrent to the owners  
in creating a garden with a special focus on winter  
and early-spring flowers, finds George Plumptre
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I t was when Elizabeth Cairns said 
casually ‘We’re very lucky, every year 
we have swifts nesting under the 
house roof eaves’ that I suddenly had 

a complete picture of her Kentish garden. 
Our most enigmatic and exciting aerial 
summer visitors, which spend the summer 
tearing and screaming through the sky  
in squadron-like flocks, have very spe- 
cific nesting requirements and only fre-
quent places that offer a particular, undis- 
turbed welcome.

the swifts had long departed for their 
summer in Africa when I visited. None- 
theless, as I looked out from the garden’s 
spectacular vantage point across the wide 
expanse of the Weald, with low winter sun-
light occasionally illuminating the scudding 
clouds, the garden’s peaceful friendliness 
was immediately evident.

Positioned just below the narrow green-
sand ridge that runs from east to west 
through Kent, between the chalk North 
Downs to the north and the expanse of the 
Weald to the south, the view was a decisive 
factor when Elizabeth and her husband, 
Andrew, purchased Knowle Hill in 1982. 
there was no garden to speak of and, when 
faced with decrepit farm buildings, it was 
reassuring to have the incentive of creating 
a garden to make the most of the position 
and outlook.

their canvas was made even blanker a few 
years later, when the 1987 storm removed 
the few trees they had inherited. Starting  

a garden from scratch can be daunting, but 
Elizabeth was wisely patient, slowly deve- 
loping the two acres that surround the 
house both to bring out the character in 
different areas created by the undulating 
terrain and to make it more accessible and 
integrated with flights of steps.

One subtle benefit of gradual progress 
over many years has been that the garden’s 
footprint is reassuringly light. As a result, 
the informal pattern of lawns and borders, 
the lines of which are accentuated by hedges, 
domes and topiary birds of clipped box and 
yew, and the steps and paths that link them, 
has been gently integrated into the land-
scape of the site rather than bringing about 
wholesale change to its character and terrain. 

the most overtly architectural addition 
has been a broad York-stone terrace along 
the front of the house. Given that the ground 
drops inexorably away from the house, the 
terrace provides a secure platform from 
which to look out at the view across a wide 
lawn sloping away to the garden’s boundary 
of undulating box hedges and the panorama 
of countryside beyond. Clipped domes of 
lavender are a feature all along the terrace 
and a variety of salvias are particularly 
good among the mixed summer planting.

Shortly after their arrival at Knowle Hill, 
the Cairnses discovered a few scattered 
clumps of snowdrops, but it was the gift of 
a miscellaneous group of different snow-
drops from Elizabeth’s university friend, 
the distinguished plantsman and botanist 

Martyn Rix, that first aroused the special-
ist interest that now gives her garden a very 
distinctive quality through late winter and 
early spring. She was intrigued by the pro-
nounced differences in the snowdrop 
family and, over the years, has integrated 
a wide range throughout the garden.

there was also a quite different inspir- 
ation for one of her most successful snow-
drop plantings. Knowle Hill’s position might 
provide enviable views, but it also made the 
garden cruelly exposed to prevailing winter 
winds. they decided to put in a protective 

windbreak of trees along their western 
boundary, planting it with native English 
species, in particular quantities of hazel. 
Beneath and around the coppiced clumps 
Elizabeth introduced the common snow-
drop, Galanthus nivalis, which will natural- 
ise more reliably than any other variety.

However, she confirms wryly: ‘Naturalising 
snowdrops is a steady process and needs 
to be helped along by annual splitting and 
replanting of clumps in the spring.’ today, 
solid drifts of both single and double snow-

drops make a white carpet all through the 
little wood, mixing in places with delicate 
pink-and-white Cyclamen coum and bright- 
yellow aconites.

Many of the more unusual species of 
snowdrops do not readily naturalise and  
so Elizabeth has mixed them up through- 
out the different beds and borders in the 
garden. Overall, she likes those with a dis-
tinctive habit and has a few particular 
favourites. Very sensibly, she says that she 
prefers ‘the good doers’, but goes on to 

admit that ‘one or two of the frailer and more 
fussy ones are too delectable to miss out’.

She is intrigued by three Ships, a rare 
treasure that always flowers at Knowle Hill by 
December 1. Mrs Macnamara is usually in 
flower for Christmas and Galatea is an old 
variety that also flowers early. A particular 
attraction of snowdrops is the very personal 
connotations of their names, not least 
Angelique, which has tiny green dots on the 
inner segments and was named after a French 
girl whose life was cut tragically short.

A box hedge marks out one of the boundaries. Spreading bulbously, they have long been clipped into billowing cloud shapes

Preceding pages: Soft winter sunshine illuminates the distant views of the Weald, from 
the terrace. Above: Trim topiary and hedging maintain green architecture year-round
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Many of Elizabeth’s favourites have dis-
tinctive markings, such as Robin Hood, 
which is shaded with an X shape, and Cicely 
Hall—another one that needs cosseting—
with dark green on the inner segments. 

She admires Fly Fishing—‘so elegant and 
refined, with its extra long pedicels sup- 
posedly like a fly fishing rod’—and Wendy’s 
Gold is one of the few snowdrops with  
yellow markings that she favours, because 
it’s such a good plant and showy.

today, visitors can enjoy some 90 named 
varieties of snowdrops as well as large 
groups that are forms of Galanthuses 
nivalis, plicatus and elwesii. Elizabeth’s 
enthusiasm is evident, but her skill has 
been to grow her snowdrops as garden 
plants, not as a trainspotter-style collection 
and she’s philosophical about the balance 
of success and failure. ‘Every year, we 
acquire a few special ones; some have 
clumped up well, but others have disap-
peared without trace.’

towards the top of the garden, two bor-
ders are given symmetry by domes of box 
clipped neatly into buns. the borders direct 
views to a sculpture made by the Cairnses’ 
son, Bertie, which is set off by curving yew 
hedges and, as one moves through the  
garden, the contribution of structural clipped 

hedges and topiary becomes increasingly 
evident. It seems to continue the heritage 
of the old boundary box hedges inherited 
to the front of the house, which are now 
clipped into billowing cloud shapes.

Elsewhere, an arched opening in another 
yew hedge leads to the small wildflower 
meadow, which has been developed in 
recent years after an initial battle to eradi-
cate all the dormant weeds that sprang up 
at the first sign of cultivation. Now, there 
is a succession from early spring of crocus 
to small narcissus, then cowslips, which are 
particularly good. 

As I leave Knowle Hill, my last view is of 
the beautifully crafted iron weather-vane 

on the barn roof, which incorporates a trio 
of swifts. I decide I would like to return to 
the garden on a summer evening when the 
birds have arrived to nest and are racing 
noisily around the farmhouse, when delicate 
Queen Anne’s lace might still be out in the 
meadow and Elizabeth’s summer favour-
ites—such as the China rose, Comtesse du 
Cayla—are in flower.
The garden of Knowle Hill Farm, Maid- 
stone, Kent, is open in aid of the NGS on 
February 3 and 4 and July 15 (www.ngs.
org.uk) and on other days by prior arrange- 
ment (elizabeth@knowlehillfarm.co.uk).
George Plumptre is Chief Executive of 
the NGS

‘Her skill has been 
to grow snowdrops  
as garden plants,  

not as a collection ’ 
Clockwise from above: ‘Naturalising snowdrops is a steady process,’ advises Elizabeth Cairns. 
She plants them and lets them take their chances; Galanthus plicatus Augustus; Galanthus 
Ophelia; Galanthus nivalis; Helleborus x hybridus with Galanthus elwesii and others

Magenta Cyclamen coum, joined by bright- 
violet flames of Crocus tommasinianus
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